
 
 

INSANE CRYPTO SYSTEMS LTD  
A development platform for the future 

 
 
 

 
 
Insane is a forward-thinking technology platform with an eye towards future 
development. To further this development, Insane has incorporated in the country of 
England. The Insane team has plans on using all available resources to us as an 
incorporated entity to further future Insane technology.  
 
 

 
 

INSANE CRYPTO SYSTEMS LTD  certificate of Incorporation in England 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B8jA_L125ltaRGhVd2NSdmdYbEU 

 



Insane is helping to build a blockchain centric future  
 
The tech being coded by Cryptocoderz is a platform that can pretty much do anything 
we can think of that can be assisted by a blockchain to store and distribute data.  This 
includes the obvious and current use of monetary transfer as well as, messaging, 
marketplaces, content distribution, biometric services, data checking or logistical 
tracking to name but a few. The possibilities are limited only by imagination, the 
Insane team will continue to maintain and innovate this platform.  
 

 
 

We want to best serve our community  
  
After a long process of back and forth discussion, it was determined that Insane Coin 
could best serve its present and future communities with a complete code upgrade. 
The code upgrade will serve as a platform for launching new and inventive technology 
that utilizes the Insane blockchain as a launching point.  
 

 
 

What features will the Insane coin (INSN) code upgrade have?  
 
 

-  POS Version 3 -  The latest version of Proof of Stake.  
-  Master nodes  - Earn from a  6% APR simplified interest scheme along with a share of 
Darksend sending fees. The Master node APR will halve to 3% after 4 years.  
-  Secure messaging  - Do you want to send secure messages across the insane 
blockchain? You will now be able to. 
-  New ticker   INSN  -    We are switching our ticket to something more  Bittrex and Polo 
(among others) friendly.  
-  Instant transactions through master nodes  - You will have the option of initiating 
instant transactions through the master node system.  
-  Darksend  - Send your transactions anonymously with Darksend.   
-  POW turned back on  - You can now mine Insane again. The block rewards system for 
Insane will be 1 Insane coin per block, plus a chance at 2 Insane coins by finding a 
random Insane block. 
   



-  Adaptive block sizes   - Adaptive block sizes increase or decrease possible max block 
size depending on use of the chain, thus making the chain lighter when not being 
flooded with transactions and allowing the chain to not get bogged down by large 
amounts of use.  
-  30 million coin hard cap  - The future total amount of Insane will never reach more 
than 30 million coins. 
-  POW/POS   INSANE   blocks  - The “Insane” blocks are similar to super blocks and offer 
higher rewards. You have an 8% chance  of finding higher rate POW/POS  blocks with a 
2 Insane coin reward (instead of 1) for POW and 3% reward (instead of 1.5%) for POS.  
-  VRX retargeting  -This retargeting system is similar to DGW but has been streamlined 
and made more robust.  
-  Velocity blockchain security system  - Velocity is a prototype blockchain security 
system that secures the Insane blockchain  though governance and restraint 
technology. The system acts as a “triple check”  security feature against blockchain 
inconsistencies and possible exploits such as rapid block times, incorrect fees, 
insufficient balances and other issues that are widely used by programmers with 
malicious intent to cause damage to the blockchain..   
 ( Velocity blue paper -   http://blockchainsecurity.co.uk/VelocityBluePaper.pdf  )  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

What about the websites?  
 

In addition to these features, we will be rolling newly redesigned versions of our 
websites. The website redesigns will better position Insane as a forward thinking 
technology platform that doesn’t only focus on the monetary aspect of blockchain 
technology.   
 
  http://www.InsaneCoin.com 
 
  http://www.BuyInsane.com 
 

 
 
 

http://blockchainsecurity.co.uk/VelocityBluePaper.pdf
http://www.insanecoin.com/
http://www.buyinsane.com/


How will we accomplish these upgrades? 
 
In order to completely upgrade Insane Coin for future development, we are going to 
have to initiate a hard fork and swap existing coins for new ones. The coin swap is 
going to be done in a very orderly and simplified fashion by using Nova Exchange as 
the only coin exchange agent . The process will be very simple  
  
*The coin swap will be ongoing for 3 months at Nova Exchange 
 
*The old insane blockchain will remain active during this time 
 
* Once the swap is completed in 3 months all remaining coins will be destroyed by 
Nova Exchange. 
 
*To Initiate a swap you will simply transfer your current Insane coins to  your Insane 
coin address on Nova Exchange. Once they are on the exchange your need to initiate a 
swap by using this link Nova Exchange swap link 
https://novaexchange.com/coinswap/ . 
(*** Important*** Do not send your coins to the “destroy address” listed on the swap 
details page. You must only transfer the coins to your Insane coin address on Nova.)  
 
 
The vast majority of the coins will be exchanged very quickly after the exchange has 
been initiated. However, we are going to keep the exchange going for 3 full months in 
order to make sure nobody is left behind. The exchange will inevitably result in a small 
contraction of the money supply balance due to lost, forgotten and accidently 
destroyed  Insane coins. 
  

Conclusion  
  
The Insane coin team doesn't take something as serious as a coin swap lightly and we 
know it might not be popular with everyone. However, once this orderly process is 
completed (and it will be orderly) we will be back on track with a fully updated 
backbone to launch future Insane tech from. 
  
- Insane Team  
 
 
 

https://novaexchange.com/coinswap/


 
Stay informed of current insane coin news: 
 
Web: http://insanecoin.com 
Twitter: https://twitter.com/insanecoin?lang=en 
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/insanecoin/ 
Bitcoin Garden: https://bitcoingarden.org/forum/index.php?topic=11065.0 
Bitcoin Talk: https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=1709461.0 
 
 
 
Win a Master node, 50 thousand insane coins to run it and free node hosting for a year. 
Enter here:  http://masternodes.insanecoin.com 
 
  
 

http://insanecoin.com/
https://twitter.com/insanecoin?lang=en
https://www.facebook.com/insanecoin/
https://bitcoingarden.org/forum/index.php?topic=11065.0
https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=1709461.0
http://masternodes.insanecoin.com/

